CASE STUDY
NIKUNI PUMP - STUNNING
PERFORMANCE OVER COMPETITION

QUICK FACTS
INDUSTRY: Industrial Laundry, Pennsylvania
DATE INSTALLED: May, 2004
PROJECT SCOPE: Replace an existing maintenance
intensive dissolved air pump.

OVERVIEW
An industrial laundry facility, located in
Pennsylvania, washes shop towels, mats, uniforms,
and other rental items. A DAF was installed
several years ago in the facility to meet the
wastewater pre-treatment demands of the city.
The system required close attention to achieve
consistent compliance. The system used a popular
multistage high-pressure pump which was fed
compressed air and discharged into a pressure
tank to achieve the dissolved air for the DAF
system.

PROBLEM
The multi-stage pump did not produce high-quality
microbubbles, requiring an excessive recirculation
rate for consistent DAF performance. This resulted
in the requirement for a 30 HP pump. Furthermore,
the pump required frequent rebuilding or
replacement; it was simply not durable.
Maintenance and repair costs were escalating, as
was the frustration amongst the staff.
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SOLUTION
A year earlier, World Water Works had
successfully upgraded a sister facility's DAF pump
and was now brought in to address the problem at
this location. World Water Works is the exclusive
importer of the NIKUNI pump. This single-stage
pump is highly durable and capable of producing
high-efficiency microbubbles for DAF systems.
World Water Works reviewed the problem and
carefully sized the proper Nikuni pump for the
facility based on proper air solids ratio
calculations. The M50FP-2 pump was selected (a
15 HP pump). The customer was skeptical that this
pump, at half the horsepower, could provide the
required performance. World Water Works offered
the facility its special 30-day free trial. Basically,
the customer was provided with a no-risk solution.
The customer installed the pump and did not need
the 30 days to realize that they would keep the
pump the DAF was producing the best effluent
water quality it ever had. The coagulant and
flocculant dosages were reduced. And after
comparing the quality of the pumps side-by-side
shown below, the decision was a "No-brainer".

A few of the differences the customer noticed:
AIR REQUIREMENT
The Nikuni pump does not use any compressed air,
instead, it uses atmospheric air. This provided
energy savings. Additionally, the pressure tank was
not needed and was removed with the installation
of the Nikuni pump. This eliminated another
maintenance issue.
HORSEPOWER
The Nikuni pump achieved better results at half the
horsepower!
PUMP TOLERANCES
The Nikuni pump generates pressure from the
impeller inducing three different forces on the
water. The pre-existing pump and similar
technologies generate pressure through a tight
tolerance between the impeller and the casing at
each stage. Thus, the casing becomes a wearable
part. This is not true of the Nikuni pump.
PUMP STAGES: 1 stage VS. 2-3 stages
Fewer stages mean fewer moving parts. The
difference in durability was quite apparent.
PUMP QUALITY
The existing pump paled in a quality comparison
with the Nikuni.
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SUMMARY
The Nikuni pump has provided the customer with a
great solution to their maintenance problems. The
ancillary benefit to lower maintenance has been
better, more consistent performance with lower
chemical costs.

The customer was ecstatic with the results.

